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Thank you for the invitation to send a submission to the Taskforce.  I shall be focussing on the question regarding human capital issues and the potential of the New Zealand education system to provide a high return on investment. The Taskforce is charged with the task of investigating ways of improving our nation’s productivity and to close the income gap with Australia.  While not personally regarding Australia or aspects of its society as the ultimate yardstick for our national aspirations, it is commendable that the Taskforce is to consider ways in which we can increase the wealth of our nation and enhance the lives of our citizens. To my surprise the Taskforce’s first report made only token reference to education. A range of economic models and solutions were included that primarily dealt with investment in plant and machinery or financial strategies. Human capital, our most important natural resource, rated little mention.  The allocation of government funding to education has often been done with reluctance by successive administrations. Similarly, reductions in educational funding are often justified on the grounds of more pressing demands on the public purse such as Justice, Transport, Health, Social Services, and Defence. Few governments (including the present one) appear to realise that the allocation of educational funding is not a handout that will be simply consumed and followed by a further request for funding in the next financial year. Educational funding is an investment in the nation’s human capital – an investment that provides a substantial fiscal and social return. I have been in education all my working life; teaching at a range of levels from primary, prison education, and postgraduate, in a number of different countries.  From my perspective and experience New Zealand’s education system ranks highly internationally, but investment in education does not. 
Private Returns The reason for this underinvestment is explicable when one considers the weight of international evidence that supports a high level of investment in education and the private and social returns that it yields. Private returns refer to benefits received by an individual as a result of their education. Social returns are based on the costs borne by society and the benefits that are subsequently received.  A number of international studies “provide strong evidence that policy interventions that raised the educational attainment of certain groups many years ago had large beneficial effects on the subsequent lifetime earnings of those individuals”1.  And therein lies the problem. Under our political system, parties in power focus on short term goals. Long-term investments (a cornerstone of education) that commenced “many years ago”, are less popular with governments than quick fix, vote-catching policies.                                                           1 W. Craig Riddell, “The Impact of Education on Social Outcomes”, Dept of Economics, University of British Columbia, 2006 
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Yet it is self evident that nations who exhibit strong economic growth are those that have adopted a democratic system of government and invested heavily in education.  Knowledge creation and innovation is essential to a growth economy - based on an educational system that nurtures its citizens and provides them with an environment in which they are able to reach their full potential - thus yielding considerable economic and social returns on this investment.  Although all levels of education are important, the role of the universities and other tertiary education institutions is crucial. It is at these institutions that new creative ideas are developed from their research environments. “These institutions train many of the scientists and engineers who will make future discoveries. They also play a central role in the transfer of accumulated knowledge to new generations – not just in science and engineering but also across a wide range of fields of study. The human capital of the workforce is thus regarded as a crucial factor facilitating the adoption of new and more productive technologies”2. OECD studies support this view. “The economic benefits of education flow not just to individuals but also to governments through additional tax receipts when people enter the labour market. These public returns, which take into account the fact that providing education is also a cost to governments, offer an additional perspective on the overall returns to education”3.  A comprehensive PriceWaterhouse Coopers UK study, undertaken at the behest of the Royal Society of Chemistry, highlights the economic returns on educational investment by the state.  Pointing out that  “over a working life, the average graduate will earn around 23% more than his/her equivalent holding two or more ‘A’ levels”4 the study goes on to point out that “it currently costs the state approximately £21,000 to provide education to degree level for the average graduate. However the value in terms of the tax … associated with earning following qualification is approximately £93,000”5. The PriceWaterhouse study makes the returns to the state crystal clear. “Trading off the costs and benefits to the state, these monetary estimates equate to 12.1% and 13.0% rate of return for chemistry and physics. These rates of return are at least as good as those associated with the average degree”6. Or, put another way, “the Exchequer rate of return is used to trade off the current costs against the future benefits associated with higher education provision and illustrates the extend to which the investment by the state in higher education is economically worthwhile”7. The question that arises from these research findings (which are consistent with similar international findings) is why does New Zealand continue to                                                         2 Ibid p 20 3 “Education at a Glance”, 2008, ISBN 978-92-64-04061-8, OECD 2009. P46 4 “The Economic Benefits of Higher Education Qualifications”, PriceWaterhouse Coopers, Royal Society of Chemistry, January 2005, p1 5 Ibid, p3 6 Ibid, p4 7 Ibid, p12 
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underestimate the substantial economic benefits that flow from educational investment?  Why did Pat Walsh, the vice-chancellor of Victoria University recently refer to “underfunding by successive governments”8? Why did Rod Orams in a recent post-budget comment highlight that,  “the government says it wants a more skilled economy but for the second year running it has cut the budget for tertiary education in real terms – that is adjusted for inflation”9. Orams’ assessment is regrettably correct. As Derek McCormack, Vice-Chancellor of AUT University points out, “According to OECD statistics on the proportion of the population with degree-level qualification reported in Growing Regions, 
Growing Europe: 4th Report on Economic and Social Cohesion (Eurostat 2007) New Zealand is eighteenth out of 30 of the OECD countries”10. Increased investment in education will not only be a major factor in pulling us up to the same economic level as our trans-Tasman neighbours but will also prevent our status as a prosperous democracy from continuing to slip down the world rankings.  
A Case in Point I am the Academic Coordinator at SAE Institute (Auckland), a PTE that is part of a worldwide organisation offering courses to degree level in the creative industries – in our case Audio Engineering and Filmmaking. Both these industries are booming in New Zealand. Yet, the government has recently capped funding for these courses in spite of the increased number of student applicants seeking careers in Audio Engineering, Music, Film and related areas. Audio Engineering, Music and Film, while having strong creative elements, are not some vague, trendy areas always to be overshadowed by ‘real’ subjects such as science and mathematics.  The New Zealand music industry is constantly growing. The NZ Music Industry Commission 2009 report highlighted the fact that “ sales of singles by NZ artists were up +88.91% on the same period last year to 122,632 units (there was +26.07% growth across the digital singles market as a whole)”11 Film production continues to provide our nation with quantifiable economic returns as well as providing a wide range of employment opportunities for our citizens. Oscar nominations for a range of New Zealand audio and film personnel are now a regular feature of our news stories – part of the success story of a creative industry that last year generated an astonishing $1.266 billion for the New Zealand economy.12  It is extremely shortsighted to cut back on courses such as these when, two minutes with a calculator would show that investing in them will pay a handsome dividend to the investor – the state.                                                         8 NZ Herald, 26.5.10 9 NZ Herald 23.5.10 10 Insight, AUT University, Spring 2009, p3 11 NZ Music Stats/Q2 2009 Report for NZ Music Industry Commission 12 New Zealand Film Commission annual report    --CHECK 
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Yet the incoming National government in placing a blanket cap on these courses paid no heed to the economic dividends that could be generated from investing in courses that are tailored to meet the needs of the financially buoyant creative industries.  
Social Returns Private returns are of considerable economic benefit to the individual and the government. Social returns are of equal importance. As Canadian economist W. Craig Riddell points out, “it is in the interests of society as a whole to have educational decisions based on the social costs and benefits… [that] may also yield social benefits in excess of private benefits.”13   He goes on to state that:   Even focusing on the investment aspects, education may enable people to  more fully enjoy life, appreciate literature and culture, and be more  informed and socially involved citizens. Although these and other  potential consequences of schooling are important and should not be  ignored, the consequences of education for employability, productivity  and earning are also of substantial importance… Schooling is one of the  best predictors of who gets ahead. Better-educated workers earn higher  wages, have greater earnings growth over their lifetimes, experience less  unemployment, and work longer. Higher education is also associated with  longer life expectancy, better health, and reduced participation in  crime.14 
Prison Education The concept of “reduced participation in crime” is an important one. New Zealand Treasury figures show that prison building is projected to cost $915 million over the next decade – plus ongoing costs of $150 million each year. The annual average cost of keeping one prisoner in jail is over $90,000. This does not include loss of taxable earnings, cost of social services to deal with family and children, and on-going negative effects on the family. Funding for the incarceration of New Zealand citizens, unlike education funding, is not an investment. The equivalent funding invested in education would not only produce more productive citizens but would also considerably reduce the annual drain on the public purse.   Prison inmates tend to be from the lower socio-economic groups who in turn tend to be low achievers in all areas. Their secondary school levels of achievement and their enrolments in tertiary courses is lower than average. Consequently their potential, which is as good as any other citizen, is wasted, due to our underinvestment in them. My experiences in prison education at Paremoremo Prison demonstrated to me that funding of prison education is minimal. Politicians, particularly as elections loom, vie with each other in showing their commitment to the standard ‘Get tough on crims’ policy. Prison                                                         13 W. Craig Riddell, “The Impact of Education on Economic and Social Outcome: An Overview of Recent Advances in Economics”, University of British Columbia, February 2006, p4 14 Ibid, p8 
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education and rehabilitation ranks well down the list of priorities. Yet more investment in this area would reduce recidivism and with it, a considerable reduction in social costs. As well as reduced criminal activities, education investment has a range of other positive social effects that include: 

• Health of individual, spouse and family 
• Charitable giving and community volunteer activity 
• Increased social cohesion: voting behaviour, reduced alienation and smaller social inequities 
• Reduced reliance on welfare and other social programs High returns on educational investment require long term planning where the dividends are not immediately apparent – not an attractive prospect to a political parties seeking re-election in the relatively short three-year time span.  

Hobby Courses The government knife also recently sliced into a wide range of adult continuing education courses - held throughout the nation in tertiary institutions, secondary schools and other areas. These courses, often held at night or in the weekends played an important role in enabling people to continue with their informal education or, in many cases provided them with their first chance to succeed at post-secondary education.  The social benefits were also considerable as people mixed and mingled and worked with each other towards common educational goals.  Their dismissal as ‘hobby courses’ by one government minister demonstrates a superficial insight into the contribution that such courses have played over the past decades in lifting the educational standards of a broad cross-section of the population – a prime example of a long-term investment opportunity needlessly squandered for spurious short-term fiscal gains. 
A Key Priority Education is the platform from which our economic and social growth develops. It is not simply another sector making constant fiscal demands on the public purse but an integral aspect of a modern democracy that yields a high dividend to its investor – the government. From education flows the knowledge, expertise, insight, wisdom, creativity and initiative that contribute to the lifeblood of the nation. As such, investment in education should be a top priority in any programme, set of objectives or recommendations designed to lift our economic growth and raise our living standards.   So Taskforce members - how do we close the income gap with Australia?  Prioritise funding in education – a long-term investment that will pay handsome fiscal and social returns.  
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21 Bayswater Ave Bayswater Auckland 0266 NEW ZEALAND  14 June 2010  Dr Don Brash Chair 2025 Taskforce PO Box 3724 WELLINGTON   Dear Don  Please find enclosed my submission to the Taskforce. Please contact me should you have any questions or require any further information or input.   I am willing for the submission to be made public on the Taskforce’s website.  Best wishes to you and your team as you collate the submissions and write your second report.    Yours sincerely    Dr John Reynolds 
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